
Site Council Meeting Minutes 

1/17/13, 5:30-7:00pm 

Present: Carla Steinbach (principal), Debbie Nelson (parent), Marcia Thomas (parent), Ken Jadwin (Lic. Teacher), Jason 

Schultz (Lic. Teacher), Liz Aram (Lic. Teacher), Umar Leverett (Non-Lic. staff member), Sonja Peterson (parent), Jim Temple 

(parent), Jill Pohtilla (SAM-notetaker).  Guest:  Carly Jarva (assistant principal)  

 

Intros and welcome to new member 

 

*Review 12/13/12 minutes.  Motion to accept.   

Passed 9-0 to accept. 

 

*Discussion of amendments – moved to accept as amended. 

Passed 9 – 0 to accept the changes to the amendments. 

 

Parent  Update –Looking at doing a Sr lock-in party; started committees, logistics, permit, security, fundraising. 

Also working w/student council to get input regarding what activities kids want to see.  

Building relationships w/parents.   

To help enrollment, looking at having parents sponsor a house party. Let the school know who should attend.   

 

Principal update- Suspension data – will get in depth at data retreat  

Attendance calculation follow-up:  It is calculated according to the number of hours in a day (9 for Edison).  3, 4 or 5 hours is 

considered a half day; 5, 6 or 7 = full day. Rick Mills (CEO) will have attendance policy in place in the fall (of 2013).  We have 

a large number of tardies.  Capacity makes it hard to discipline.  The district is working on the go card issue – there is a 

district wide tardy issue.  Part of Edison’s effort is they are making calls home & buying alarms clocks. 

 

SIG-Can use money until Sept 30th; looking to carry forward money to use it in summer and to bring staff back early.  

Edison’s carry forward money was spent to increase hours for Attendance Outreach Worker, Volunteer 

Coordinator/Community Liaison, and a clerical position that tracks tardies and other discipline issues.  Also, for planning for 

MYP, planning work around improving our climate and culture, and support staff planning. 

There is a contingency plan….  Everyone funded from SIG has to write an exit plan so we don’t start over- so knowledge and 

process doesn’t have to start over.  Due by budget time – roughly by end of 3rd quarter.   

Increasing enrollment will help; looking for other grants; networking; there is a $25 million district deficit too.   

100 More is important for increasing enrollment – reviewed schedule – phone calls come into play 2nd semester; huge 

turnout at middle school/elementary night; Beacons is a big sell. 

 

We are not having 8th grade visits…disruptive & pulls our kids from classes.   

District brochures say family tours are offered through January, but a school will give a tour anytime.   

Other areas we can “post” to encourage families to take a tour: Our electronic sign, website, emails, middle school 

newsletter, Northeaster-borrow some of Bernadeia’s space?  

There is a parent group facebook page.   

Preliminary projected numbers for next year= 656.  High School numbers are flat, and are supposed to go up once the 

current  6th and 7th graders get to 9th grade.   

First responders sheet was shared– It is an internal document to help staff know where to go w/concerns.   

Staff can go to SC w/issues too.  Go to chairs to get on the SC agenda.  

Suggested to add site council to 1st responders list.  i.e., program or policy questions = go to…??? 

Workload – Teachers are overwhelmed and stressed by the initiatives we have in place (being a turnaround school). Our 

issues were shared with the associate superintendent. We were asked how we want it to look – a brainstorming group was 



put together to identify  what’s on the plate now, prioritize, add….align with district’s strategic plan, have it be evidence 

based, and geared to our students.   

 

Not all of the programming pieces can be funded.  Need to meet the needs of all students.  We need to gather as much data 

as possible.   

Some feedback from student survey includes things like an after school cooking program. 

Mentioned that we need to be mindful that a teacher’s priorities list can sometimes be different from the building’s priority 

list.  The teachers are the ones working directly with the students.  It’s not necessarily a balance issue. …it’s a “what do we 

support issue.” 

Also professional development is different for each subject/content area.  It is also a stressor for teachers.  SC should be 

asking if PD is getting results.   

We can have goals for students, and when we do well in one thing, sometimes something else can be neglected.  We need 

to look for unintentional consequences.   

 

Target Meeting- A representative from Target Corp spent 6 hours here.  His experience was powerful and stimulating.  He 

said TEHS is one of the best kept secrets out there.  Working towards an idea of branding and creating systems that are 

outcome focused.  Perception about what is happening here is different than what it really is occurring. 

One reason kids don’t come to TEHS is there is a perception that it isn’t safe (which isn’t true)….but how do we market 

that?  We also need to be more broad about our definition of community. 

 

Norms – reviewed the norms list.   

Defined a fist of five…… 

5 = strongly agree; 4 = agree; 3 = neutral; 2 = disagree; 1 = strongly disagree;  0 = NO 

A “3” prompts more discussion. 

*Proposal that decision making process is used with a fist of 5.  

8-0 passed. 

 

Next meeting will be the data retreat 

8:00am-noon on Wed, Jan 23rd, in room 117. 

4:30-6:30 is time for meeting on February 14th. 

Adj at 7:34. 

 


